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Abstract

DNA microarrays are a powerful tool to investigate
differential gene expression for thousands of genes
simultaneously. Although DNA microarrays have been
widely used to understand the critical events
underlying growth, development, homeostasis,
behavior and the onset of disease, the management
of the resulting data has received little attention.
Presently, the fluorescent dyes Cy3 and Cy5 are most
often used to prepare labeled cDNA for microarray
hybridizations. Raw microarray data are image files
that have to be transformed into gene expression
formats – a process that requires data manipulation
due to systematic variations which may be attributed
to differences in the physical and chemical dye
characteristics. Since the goal of most microarray
applications is to identify differences in transcript
levels calculated from fluorescence ratios it is
necessary to normalize fluorescence signals to
compensate for systematic variations. Here, we will
review current normalization strategies applied to
cDNA microarrays and discuss their limits. We will
show that experimental design determines
normalization success.

Introduction

Spotted complementary DNA (cDNA) or oligonucleotide
microarrays have become a popular technique to detect
changes in gene expression in response to a wide variety
of conditions including cancer, aging and development
(Alizadeh et al., 2000; Bilban et al., 2000; Tanaka et al.,
2000; Young, 2000). The mass of numbers produced by a
single microarray experiment may amount to tens of
thousands of data points for thousands of genes. However,
to extract accurate biological information it is necessary to
filter out experimental noise and correct for systematic
errors confounding the raw data obtained by this complex
technology. Potential sources of systematic errors include
array surface chemistry, microarray printing, labeling
methods, hybridization parameters, image analysis and

RNA isolation (Claverie, 1999; Schuchhardt et al., 2000;
Lou et al., 2001; Tseng et al., 2001; Yue et al., 2001).
Different types of experiments are required for assessing
different types of errors. We will focus on artefacts
generated during the process of labeling nucleic acids
derived from the biological specimen (RNA extract) and
review current protocols to eliminate those artifacts. With
this review we will present the current conceptual
framework for normalization of DNA microarray data and
its dependence on the experimental setup. Our paper
addressess investigators new to this field who wish to
choose statistical analysis methods that best fit their
microarray layout.

The Microarray Assay for Differential Gene Expression

DNA probes corresponding to the genes of interest are
usually arranged in arrays on a glass slide or ‘chip’(Cheung
et al., 1999; Duggan et al., 1999) . The source of genes on
the chip (the ‘probes’) include PCR products amplified from
fully sequenced cloned genes, collections of partially
sequenced DNAs known as expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) or randomly chosen cDNAs from desired libraries.
More recently, oligonucleotides designed to hybridize to
selected sets of gene transcripts have been used on
spotted (Chambers et al., 1999; Stingley et al., 2000) or
ink-jet fabricated (Hughes et al., 2001) microarrays. The
DNA probes to be arrayed (typically 0.5 to 2.5 kb for PCR-
amplified clones and 50-80 base pairs for oligonucleotides)
are robotically printed on chemically pre-treated glass slides
to ensure covalent or non-covalent attachment to the glass
surface (Duggan et al., 1999) . The samples (the ‘targets’)
for arrays are labeled representations of mRNA pools
derived from tissue preparations or in vitro cell culture.
Commonly, reverse transcription from an oligo-dT primer
in the presence of fluorescent nucleotide analogues is used.
The labeled cDNAs are pooled and hybridized to an
individual array. After removing unbound target molecules,
slides are scanned for fluorescence emission. Enzymatic
incorporation of fluorescent nucleotides into the target
cDNA during reverse transcription can be used to
investigate transcript levels from 10 µg or more total RNA.
Post-hybridization signal amplification can be applied to
detect expression levels from as little as 50 ng of total RNA
by deposition of colorimetric detectable molecules
precipitated by enzymes ‘bound’ to the cDNA through the
biotin-streptavidine interaction (Duggan et al., 1999). Linear
sample amplification can be carried out by in vitro
transcription, yielding up to 1000-fold amplification with
reports that no biases are introduced (Luo et al., 1999).

The relationship between the amount of input RNA for
a given gene and the intensity of the probe output signal
at a corresponding hybridization target depends on multiple
parameters, such as labeling method, variations in
hybridization and wash conditions between experiments,
and hybridization characteristics of the various DNA
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sequences on the array. To maximize the reliability and
precision with which we can quantitate differences in the
abundance of each RNA species, we directly compare two
samples by labeling them with spectrally distinct fluorescent
dyes and mixing the two probes for simultaneous
hybridization to one array (competitive binding). The relative
representation of a gene in the two samples is assayed by
measuring the ratio of the fluorescence intensities of the
two dyes at the cognate target element. The ratio of the
two signals at any element in an array, are relatively
insensitive to most systematic errors because they affect
both probe mixtures equivalently, except for fluorophore
specific effects during label incorporation into cDNA and
photobleaching during sample processing and laser
scanning. Therefore, microarray-based methods are best
used to assay the relative distribution of RNA transcripts
among two or more samples.

Problems with Fluorescent Dyes

Differential gene expression profiling with DNA microarrays
uses labeling of a test and reference RNA sample with
spectrally distinct fluorophores. A large number of
fluorescently-labeled deoxyribonucleotides are
commercially available. Presently, the most often used
fluorescent dyes are the cyanine based Cy3 and Cy5
(Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). Other fluorophores used less
frequently in microarray experiments include fluorescein,
rhodamin (Amersham), R110, TAMRA (Perkin-Elmer),
Alexa dyes (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Or), and
SpectrumOrange (Vysis, Downers Grove, Il) (Eisen and
Brown, 1999). Fluorescent dyes compatible with current
microarray formats should meet the following criteria: they
should be spectrally well separated, incorporated with high
specific activities with a variety of enzymes, and fluoresce
brightly when dry, which simplifies image acquisition (Eisen
and Brown, 1999).

Systematic variations arising from dual color labeling
may be due to: (I) physical and chemical characteristics of
the fluorophores, (II) hardware design, or (III) labeling
methods. (I) It is well known that Cy3 and Cy5 exhibit
different quantum yields. Furthermore, Cy5 has the
disadvantage that it sometimes gives higher background
levels on glass surfaces and is more sensitive to
photobleaching than Cy3 (photobleaching is caused by
intense light and occurs because the excited state of a
molecule is generally much more chemically reactive than
the ground state (van Hal et al., 2000). (II) Scanner
hardware design may be a source of systematic error due
to different reading efficiencies for Cy3 and Cy5. (III)
Labeling method: The first two variations may be termed
‘overall’ or ‘general’ dye artifacts as they are not affected
by the specific sequence context of the cDNA and affect
all sequences to the same extent. Most studies have used
direct incorporation of Cy3- or Cy5 modified nucleotide
analogues that may introduce a gene or sequence-specific
artifact (Bartosiewicz et al., 2000; Taniguchi et al., 2001;
Tseng et al., 2001; Wurmbach et al., 2001). This difference
in gene-specific incorporation efficiency manifests itself in
a way that some genes produce consistently larger signals

when labeled with one dye compared to the other even in
a homotypic hybridization (the same RNA sample labeled
with the two fluorophores and hybridized to a single
microarray) where normalized Cy3/Cy5 ratios should all
be equal to one. Most efficiently, this type of experimental
artifact can be identified and flagged by exchanging dyes
on samples or using a different labeling approach, i.e.
indirect incorporation of amino-allyl modified nucleotide
analogues (such as amino allyl-dCTP) to which the dyes
are subsequently chemically coupled (Wurmbach et al.,
2001).

In summary, label incorporation and scanning artifacts
result in different Cy3- and Cy5 fluorescence intensities
even when equal amounts of Cy3- and Cy5-labeled cDNA
are present. Before running statistical analyses or clustering
algorithms it is therefore essential to identify and correct
systematic sources of variation. Thus, with fluorescence
signals properly normalized, the effect of systematic
variations can be kept to a minimum increasing microarray
data quality.

Normalization Strategies

Why normalization? Normalization is useful for a number
of situations including: (i) within-slide comparison (ii)
multiple-slide comparison, and (iii) paired-slide comparison
for dye-exchange experiments (Yang et al., 2001a).
Optimally, experimental design anticipates statistical
verification of signal comparison across arrays. Genes can
be spotted multiple times per array (‘application targeted
arrays’), mRNA can be used on multiple arrays (for
‘genome-wide’ arrays), or mRNA samples may be taken
from multiple specimen – to account for inherent biological
variability. The latter comparison represents biological
replicates while the first two are more accurately described
as repeated measures useful to assess signal detection
limits of microarrays.

Regardless of array design, normalization following
image acquisition requires two sequential steps (Figure
1): selection and calibration of data derived from genes
known not to be affected by the experimental conditions
under investigation (‘invariant’ genes). Both the selection
and calibration of such invariant genes is not trivial and
the choice of sequences and their layout on microarray
slides is critical for successful normalization and analysis.

Which Genes Should be Used for Normalization?

First, a group of non-differentially expressed or invariant
genes has to be identified. Selection criteria include
proportion of genes that are expected to change across
samples and the availability of control DNA sequences.
The following methods have been used and are further
described below: (I) all genes, or global normalization (may
include trimming of upper/lower extreme values), (II)
housekeeping genes, (III) externally spiked control RNAs,
(IV) genomic DNA, or (V) algorithmic selection. If a given
array does not contain external control DNA and there is
no a priori knowledge about which and how many genes
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are expected to be invariant, non-differentially expressed
genes may be selected by mathematical rather than
biological criteria (Tseng et al., 2001) . The common
assumption for all criteria is that they result in identification
and selection of a sufficiently large number of non-
differentially expressed genes that cover the full range of
signal intensities.

(I) Global normalization: The assumption underlying this
approach is that the total mass of mRNA labeled with either
Cy3 or Cy5 is equal. While the intensity for any one spot
may be higher in one channel than the other, when
averaged over thousands of spots in the array, these
fluctuations should average out. Consequently, the total
integrated intensity across all the spots in the array should
be equal and the ratio of the arithmetic mean equal to one.
This approach has been used successfully for genome-

wide arrays that feature large sets of genes (i.e. >5,000)
where under most experimental conditions less than 10
percent of all genes are expected to change in a biologically
relevant way (Marton et al., 1998; Alizadeh et al., 2000;
Roberts et al., 2000; Ross et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2001).

(II) Housekeeping genes: In the past, the expression levels
of housekeeping genes were assumed to be constant and
were frequently used to normalize microarray expression
data (Camerer et al., 2000) . However, more recent reports
indicate that the expression levels of housekeeping genes
can vary significantly (Welsh et al., 2001). Using
housekeeping genes to normalize expression data could,
therefore, lead to erroneous conclusions (Yu et al., 2000).
Global normalization and normalization to housekeepers
may be used when comparing similar samples or when
not many changes are assumed. However, if the number
of predetermined housekeeping genes is small or their
intensities do not cover the full range of signal intensities,

Figure 1. Normalization is an integral part in cDNA microarray data
processing for differential gene expression. Raw data are stored as 16-bit
image files acquired in the Cy3 and Cy5 channel. Fluorescent intensities in
each spot are subtracted from its local background or alternatively, a global
background may be used instead if the background is uniform across the
array. At this stage, spots giving weak intensities may be flagged and omitted
from further analysis, which may improve normalization results (Yang et
al., 2001b). To view differential gene expression, normalized data may then
be viewed as scatter plots, Excel spreadsheets, false-color overlays, or
may be further processed such as by clustering analysis.

Figure 2. A focused microarray system to diagnose the metastatic potential
of tumor cells. Differential gene expression of invasive vs. non-invasive
human melanoma cells was assessed with the ‘Metastasis chip’ that
contained 72 genes (cDNAs) involved in cell migration spotted 6 times
across one subarray. The goal of these experiments was to identify candidate
genes that may regulate the invasive behavior of melanoma cells (Seftor et
al., 2001) . RNA was isolated from routine melanoma cell cultures, labeled
by incorporation of Cy3-dCTP (MUM2C) or Cy5-dCTP (MUM2B, pooled
and cohybridized to one single array. Boxed spots (broken line) represent
hybridization of 6 replicate spots of B. subtilis clones (dap, phe, lys, thr)
which were spiked at 1:30,000 in the reverse transcription mix as positive
hybridization controls, also used for normalizing fluorescence signals from
Cy3 and Cy5 channel. False-color overlay of MUM2B/MUM2C hybridized
to the ‘Metastasis chip’. 1: Ln-5, γ2-monomer (26.0); 2:MMP-14 (3.5); 3:
MMP-2 (9.1) values in brackets correspond to expression ratios of MUM2B
vs. MUM2C.
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this approach may not provide a good fit for non-linear
normalization (Tseng et al., 2001).

(III) Exogenous control genes: In contrast, exogenous
control genes to normalize microarray data is a universally
applicable normalization strategy as it does not depend
on assumptions like the ones described above. Obviously,
external control RNAs should be chosen not to cross-
hybridize with RNA from the organism being studied, but
should be similar in their general characteristics (GC
content, length, poly(A) tails) (Eickhoff et al., 1999). Many
bacterial or plant genes can be used on human or rodent
arrays, as there is limited homology at the nucleotide level
between these organisms. By cloning these genes into
bacterial plasmids with phage RNA polymerase binding
sites and engineered poly(A) tails, large amounts of RNA
can be made for each gene for incorporation at various
experimental stages (Schena et al., 1996; Heller et al.,
1997; Eisen and Brown, 1999; Seftor et al., 2001). The
first application used a set of human genes to normalize
data from a microarray containing 48 A. thaliana genes
(Schena et al., 1995). For either of these selection methods,
normalization results may be improved by flagging
unreliable signals, e.g. eliminating weak signals that fall
below a certain threshold (Yang et al., 2001b).

(IV) The rationale behind normalization with genomic DNA
is that it represents a constant copy number for a given
mass of DNA. For yeast gene expression arrays, total yeast
genomic DNA has been used, however, for humans only a
small fraction of the human genome is expressed yielding
only low hybridization signals (DeRisi et al., 1997; Eisen
and Brown, 1999; Iyer et al., 1999; Cunningham et al.,
2000; Perou et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2001a).

(V) Non-differentially expressed genes may be estimated
solely by mathematical algorithms instead of biological
criteria. This may be achieved by a rank-invariant method
that selects signals from spots where the difference of the
rank of the Cy3 and Cy5 signals are very close to each
other and where the rank of the mean of replicate spots is
not within the highest/lowest ranks overall. Thus, while
absolute signals may be different due to systematic errors,
their ranks within the entire group are very similar indicating
no change (Callow et al., 2000; Tseng et al., 2001). This
strategy may avoid human bias and simply should be
employed in the absence of prior knowledge about which
genes are differentially expressed and which ones are not.

Linear or Non-Linear Normalization?

The second step entails the estimation of a normalization
constant or function for either signals or ratios using any
of the above set of invariant genes. To this end the data
can be displayed for visual inspection to check for linearity
over the entire signal intensity range. Most simply, a scatter
plot of Cy3 vs. Cy5 will tell whether both signals increase
to the same extent with increasing concentration of labeled
cDNA. Alternatively, so-called M-A plots display a
horizontally aligned scatter (i.e. a 45" clockwise rotation of

the log scaled coordinate system) offering a particularly
intuitive inspection of the data for deviations from linearity.
Here, M represents the log ratio of the two dyes and A the
total log intensity of each spot (Tseng et al., 2001; Yang
Y.H. et al., 2001). Displaying data as M-A plots is a very
useful way to graphically illustrate intensity dependent
patterns and demonstrate successful normalization.

Applying linear normalization assumes that methodical
errors are independent of signal intensities. In this case, a
simple scatter plot of Cy3 vs. Cy5 signals allows for the
estimation of the slope of its linear regression curve which
determines the normalization factor to adjust all Cy5 and
Cy3 signals before ratios are calculated and analyzed. In
many instances, a single normalization factor is used, e.g.
the median or mean of the selected set of invariant genes,
e.g. Cy3median = Cy5median = 1. Instead of choosing 1
as the median or mean, some arbitrary value can be
selected (e.g. the mean signal intensity of an Affymetrix
GeneChip™ is set to a fixed value such as 250 thus
allowing chip to chip comparisons (Welsh et al., 2001).
The data is usually scaled to a value reflecting the original
signal range. Commonly, one of the channels (or slides)
serves as the baseline while the corresponding signals are
scaled to baseline using the normalization factor
determined from the scatter plot analysis.

Normalization can also be applied directly to ratios
instead of the absolute signals (see M-A plots).
Normalization of ratios yields a distribution around 1 (0 for
log ratios). Deviations from one serve as the normalization
factor. Ratio normalization leaves the intensities
uncalibrated (Kerr et al., 2000; Kerr and Churchill, 2001) .
Thus, normalization of intensities before ratio determination
is preferable, unless one accepts discarding information
about absolute intensities. Intensity values can be used
later in the analysis to distinguish specific from non-specific
hybridization (ratio validation) (Mills and Gordon, 2001).

Linear normalization, while a good approximation for
most data, is likely to be inaccurate particularly for high
and low signals where microarray data show non-linear
behavior. Thus, non-linear fitting routines such as the
lowess function in Splus (Venables and Ripley, 1998) are
employed to estimate signal intensity dependent
normalization constants (Callow et al., 2000; Wurmbach
et al., 2001; Yang Y.H. et al., 2001) These analyses also
confirmed that normalization factors are slide or even print-
tip dependent and that no universal normalization curve
exists (Callow et al., 2000; Tseng et al., 2001). A general
concern of lowess fitting is how to choose the span
parameter making the technique prone to over- or under-
fitting of data (Kerr et al., 2000). These authors used
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to show that lowess
smoothing still leaves some aberrant gene specific effects
unaccounted for, specifically for low and high signals. To
normalize data and to adjust the often observed strong
non-linearity in the low signal range, they propose to
normalize signal intensities using a ‘shift-log’ data
transformation instead of M-A plot (ratio) smoothing,
although both normalization procedures ‘resulted in
remarkably similar’ ANOVA (Kerr, Afshari, Bennett, Bushel,
Martinez, Walker and Churchill (2001), Statistica Sinica,
to appear). Dye label exchange experiments result in M-A
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plots that do require a single normalization factor indicating
that most of the bias (non-linearity) is due to differences in
chemical and physical properties of the two dyes used
during the labeling procedures, particularly for very low
signals (Kerr et al., 2000).

Applications of Gene Expression Profiling in Cancer
Biology: Genome-Wide Versus Focused Microarrays

A variety of DNA array studies have demonstrated that
large-scale gene expression profiles are valuable in both
cancer diagnosis and prognosis and may be used for
cancer classification (Alizadeh et al., 2000; Bittner et al.,
2000; Ross et al., 2000; Snijders et al., 2000;
Dhanasekaran et al., 2001). These microarray experiments
strive to establish the ‘global view’ of the activity of all genes
(i.e., the genome) in normal versus malignant tissue
samples or model cell lines. This is particularly valuable
for tumors because a correct (sub)classification of cancer
is essential for guiding treatment. However, the scale of
genome-wide microarrays causes several problems: Firstly,
production of arrays can be slow and quality control is
difficult for both academic and commercial suppliers.
Secondly, the high expense of global arrays compels
scientists to limit the number of arrays used hampering
their efforts to determine statistically relevant sensitivity
and specificity of their data (Lee et al., 2000; Wurmbach et
al., 2001). Third, any single microarray output is subject to
substantial variability. The statistical power of correctly
assigning a gene as differentially regulated increases
profoundly with replication. Therefore, to quantitatively
describe gene expression, a ‘focused microarray system’
containing a selected set of genes (e.g. signaling pathway,
enzyme class) may be preferable to obtain a true genotypic
correlate of a particular phenotype. Contrary to ‘genome-
wide’ chips, ‘focused microarrays’ can easily be fabricated
in-house, are less expensive, readily available and facilitate
high quality production, validation and data generation
(Wurmbach et al., 2001). Application-targeted arrays and
array reagents are already commercially available (e.g.
Operon, Clontech, Incyte Pharmaceuticals, Affymetrix) for
research in diverse areas such as cancer, stress and aging,
toxicology, hematology, cell cycle, neurology and apoptosis.

We have developed a focused microarray system for
studying structural changes in the extracellular matrix
(Seftor et al., 2001), which are necessary for cell migration
during tissue remodeling and tumor invasion. Matrix
metalloproteases (MMPs) and extracellular matrix (ECM)
molecules have been recognized as key players in this
process (Werb, 1997). The correlation of gene expression
patterns with the variation in the phenotype of the cell can
begin the process by which the function of a gene can be
inferred. Thus, the patterns of expression of known genes
can reveal novel phenotypic aspects of the cells and tissues
studied. A comparison of highly vs. poorly invasive human
melanoma cells with a focused microarray system revealed
significant increases in the expression of MMPs and ECM
molecules (Figure 2). This suggests that the aggressive
cells have the potential to interact with and alter their
extracellular environment differently than the poorly

invasive cells. Interactions between the ECM, cell-surface
receptors, and the cytoskeleton establish a complex
signaling mechanism that regulates gene transcription and
ultimately may lead to changes in a cells’ motility (Seftor et
al., 2001).

Which is the Best Method to Use?

Given the variety of normalization strategies presented
above, which is the best method to use? The answer will
depend primarily on the design of the microarrays used to
generate the data as well as how much the resulting data
set changes when one changes the normalization method.
For example, if one performs a simple linear normalization
based on 1) a set of candidate housekeeping genes and
2) global (average chip) signals and the calculated
normalization factors are similar, then clearly both methods
are equally appropriate (or inappropriate) for the particular
data set in question and, therefore, either of the chosen
methods will yield similar results. If the normalization factors
vary significantly, then one method may be better than the
other. The challenge is to figure out which one to use. If
the data set is generated from a large microarray containing
thousands of gene sequences reflecting a broad range of
cellular activities, the global method may be the most
applicable. If the data set was generated from a focused
microarray such as a set of invasion-related sequences
that may be expected to be up or down regulated as a
group, the housekeeping gene-based normalization may
be more appropriate than the global average normalization.
Clearly, an understanding of the underlying biology is
important in making these decisions. If one analyzes the
expression levels of several of the housekeeping genes in
the RNA samples used in the microarray experiment (such
as quantitative PCR or ribonuclease protection assays) one
can determine if the expression levels of these genes are
changing. The normalization method chosen should then
result in the data for these housekeeping genes reflecting
what is shown in the non-chip based analysis.

The rank invariant (algorithmic selection) method can
be used to accommodate non-linear microarray data. The
resulting normalization function can then be used to look
at housekeeping gene expression levels and determine,
as described above, if the resulting data agrees with the
non-array based measurements. It can certainly be argued
that independent verification of expression levels in a set
of candidate invariant genes is important to validate any
chosen normalization strategy.

The use of exogenous control genes to normalize
microarray data, while technically the most complex to set
up and calibrate, may provide the best strategy for refining
normalization methods. The exogenous control RNAs
function as genes that will hybridize to the microarray and
are present in predetermined concentrations. If set up
properly and spiked at a range of concentrations, these
controls can offer an independent means to validate each
of the possible normalization methods described above.
Exogenous control genes are standard reagents used in
many experienced academic microarray laboratories as
well as in industry providers of microarray technology
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including Affymetrix GeneChip assays and commercial
scale microarray service contractors such as Incyte
Pharmaceuticals (Freemont, CA).

In conclusion, we have discussed systematic variations
inherent to 2-color labeling experiments with the distinct
fluorophores Cy3 and Cy5. By re-scaling fluorescence
ratios with a factor calculated from ratios of either all genes
or a set of control genes, however, it is possible to minimize
distortion of fluorescence ratios. Among other normalization
methods, exogenous nucleic acids can be used to
determine important parameters in cDNA microarray
experiments, such as normalization, input to output ratios,
signal linearity, hybridization specificity and hybridization
consistency across an array.
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